Introduction
Nanomaterials have been the subject of intense research focused on their synthesis, modification, and applications. [1] [2] [3] During the last few years, nanoparticles have become important tools, with an expectation that they will have a considerable effect in the biomedical sciences, and are attractive for applications including imaging agents, gene and drug delivery vehicles, in vivo and in vitro biosensors, and nanoscale thermal therapies. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Nanoparticles can also be found in some everyday use products and in agricultural applications. 10, 11 Among the wide variety of nanomaterials possible, some of the most commonly used are single (SWCNTs) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), metallic silver and gold nanoparticles, oxides such as titanium dioxide and iron oxide (IOs), and semiconductor quantum dots.
It stands to reason that the increase in nanomaterial production associated with their wide range of applications implies a higher risk for human and environmental exposure. 12 To date, neither environmental effects nor toxicity of nanomaterials to organisms are fully understood. Toxicity assessments can provide the necessary information to establish adverse effects a substance may have in an organism at the cellular, tissue, and organ levels. Unfortunately, cost-effective toxicity assessments have not been developed in tandem with the fast-growing field of nanomaterials synthesis. To reach a consensus and establish clear and specific regulations for human and environmental safety, one needs to follow a product-focused, science-based approach. 13, 14 Product-specific assessments will yield conclusions based on the specific properties of the nanomaterial (size, surface modification, concentration, and exposure route), instead of broad generalizations.
The primary advantage of in vitro assessments is their reductionist approach. Unfortunately, this limits the scope of the research to specific homogeneous cell types and may not be relevant to biological events in an otherwise more complex functional organism. [15] [16] [17] [18] Although cell cultures can include multiple cell types mimicking in vivo situations, 19, 20 in vitro assessments are not able to simulate the microenvironment present in a complex organism, including, but not limited to, three-dimensional gradients of molecular cues, exposure routes, dosing, and lack of physical barriers intrinsic to tissues and organs.
In vivo assessments are performed using whole organisms in which spatial organization is unaltered. The most common in vivo nanotoxicity assessments use rodents as model organisms, but other model organisms such as Caenorhabditis elegans, Danio reiro, and Drosophila are gaining popularity. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Rodents, being mammals, can be used to study complicated processes underlying normal human development, diseases, and behavior. Using rats or mice as model organisms allows scientists to mimic possible exposure routes that occur in humans, such as inhalation, 27 dermal exposure, 28 and injections. 29 In addition, organ biodistribution and dose equivalencies such as minimum lethal dose and median lethal dose can be directly extrapolated. 29 Rats have recently lost favor as animal models in some fields. One reason is that genetic manipulations are limited in this model organism because its genome does not tolerate the insertion of foreign DNA to the extent of other organisms like the mouse, C. elegans, or Drosophila.
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C. elegans and Drosophila possess many of the same advantages but differ mostly on the degree of tractability and accessibility that can be used in experimental manipulation. Drosophila presents the possibility of assessing the six principal exposure routes: intravenous, dermal, subcutaneous, inhalation, intraperitoneal, and oral. 31 However, these different exposure routes have not been fully assessed, and oral ingestion is the most widely employed exposure route in nanotoxicity research using Drosophila. 26, [32] [33] [34] Drosophila exemplifies an efficient and cost-effective model organism with a vast repertoire of tools and techniques, all with high-throughput scalability and screening feasibility, [35] [36] [37] throughout its life cycle. 26 A female can lay as many as 3,000 eggs in her lifetime, 38 providing a constant supply of individuals in every stage of development. Furthermore, as a result of Drosophila's small size, the amount of nano material required for in vivo testing is in the nanogram range. 26, 32 This is orders of magnitude smaller than what is required for testing in other model systems, such as C. elegans 21, 22 and zebrafish. 23, 24 Drosophila's single-cell resolution, together with its neuromuscular system consisting of a series of segmental repeats in a well-known pattern, 39 allows for accessible, simple, and precise identification of developmental stages from morphological and molecular perspectives. In addition, single identifiable cells can be tracked throughout the entire embryonic development, thanks to the existence of a clear cuticle during the embryonic and larval stages. This in turn allows the study of developmental effects of nanomaterials in a specific area or system of interest.
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Methods
Drosophila embryos
Canton S wild-type Drosophila melanogaster embryos kept at 25°C and 60% relative humidity were dechorionated using a 50% hypochlorite wash solution followed by staging according to Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein. 41 Briefly, stage 15 embryos were selected and placed with their dorsoventral axis parallel to the 0.5 cm 2 coverslip in which they were fixed and then covered with a drop of halocarbon oil series 700 (Halocarbon Products Corp, River Edge, NJ, USA). These steps were performed using an Olympus MVX10 MacroView (Center Valley, PA, USA).
Nanomaterials
Silver, titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ), and gold nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes were obtained commercially. The silver (Ag) nanoparticles (MKnano, Mississauga, ON, Canada) had a diameter smaller than 90 nm and purity of 99.9%. Gold (Au) nanoparticles (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) had a diameter smaller than 150 nm and purity of 99.9%. The TiO 2 nanoparticles (Degussa P25; Evonik Industries, Piscataway Township, NJ, USA) had a diameter smaller than 20 nm and purity of 99.9%. The SWCNT (Cheap Tubes, Inc., Brattleboro, VT, USA) had an outer diameter of 1 to 2 nm, an inner diameter of 0.8 to 1.6 nm, length of 5 to 30 µm, a surface area (SA) of 407 m 2 /g, and purity higher than 90 wt%. The MWCNT (Cheap Tubes, Inc.) had an outer diameter smaller
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Microtransfer of nanomaterials into Drosophila embryos for toxicity assessment than 8 nm, an inner diameter of 2 to 5 nm, length of 10 to 30 µm, an SA of 500 m 2 /g, and purity higher than 95 wt%. IO nanoparticles were synthesized by the coprecipitation 42 or thermal decomposition method 43 and coated with carboxymethyl dextran (CMDx), using an amine silane as a grafting agent. 44, 45 The methods for obtaining these nanoparticles have been published by our group, along with detailed characterization of their colloidal properties. [44] [45] [46] We refer to CMDx-coated IO obtained by coprecipitation as Cop-IO. The primary particle diameter determined by transmission electron microscopy (JEOL 1200 EX; Jeol Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) was 12±2 nm, and the hydrodynamic diameter, determined by dynamic light scattering (BI-90Plus; Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY, USA), was 77±5 nm. We have previously shown that particles obtained by these methods consist of small aggregates of primary nanoparticles coated with a CMDx shell. 45 We refer to CMDx-coated IO obtained by thermal decomposition as thermo-IO. The primary particle diameter, determined by transmission electron microscopy, was 12±1 nm, and the hydrodynamic diameter, determined by dynamic light scattering, was 38±5 nm. We have previously shown that particles obtained by these methods consist of single IO primary particles coated with a CMDx shell. 44 Tissue-specific nanomaterial microtransfer in Drosophila
We used the Sutter's Xenoworks micromanipulator and digital microinjector System (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA, USA) in conjunction with TransferTip-R microcapillary needles (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) mounted on a fully motorized Olympus IX81 inverted microscope (Olympus) to deliver nanomaterials. We used a modified pulsed-flow approach with regulated injection pressures, allowing for greater control and consistency of delivered sample. An essential aspect of our approach is the application of the smallest amount of pressure possible once inside the living embryo to ensure delivery of nanomaterials with minimal disruption of cell membranes. We refer to this approach as microtransferring of nanomaterials, and it results in the presentation of selected nanomaterials at cell/tissue interfaces. Taking advantage of the multisegmented body plan in Drosophila, we consistently delivered nanomaterials in the abdominal segments 5/6 intersegmental boundary by following an anterior trajectory after entry through the posterior embryonic axis.
As bare nanomaterials, such as Ag, Au, and TiO 2 nanoparticles, and single-walled SWCNT and MWCNT have tendencies to sediment in water, and the colloidal stability of TiO 2 nanoparticles has been shown to improve when suspended in a solution of 10% fetal bovine serum or 1% human serum albumin, 47 we decided to suspend our nanomaterials in 10% bovine serum albumin solution (BSA 10%). This resulted in nanomaterial suspensions with minimized tendencies to clog fine needle tips. Our control groups consisted of embryos subject to ultrapure H 2 O and BSA 10% microtransfers. IO nanoparticles were suspended in ultrapure H 2 O; all other nanomaterials were suspended in BSA 10%. After microtransfer procedures, each embryo was allowed to recover at 25°C and 60% relative humidity (RH). Mortality assessments were recorded 48 hours after the procedure. Mortality determinations took into consideration any embryonic development past stage 15 ( Figure 1 ).
Microtransferred volume quantification
To determine the amount of nanoparticles delivered using the microtransferring technique, we measured volume displacements once we reached the desired delivery location inside the developing embryo. We performed these measurements using our high spatiotemporal resolution imaging and manipulation system and estimated that our system is capable of consistently delivering an average volume of 0.00145 µL per five pulsed microtransfers, and later estimated delivery concentrations and total nanoparticles per embryos. To estimate the volume of the microtransfer, an initial marking was drawn around the outer surface of the needle, and the nanoparticle solution was loaded as close as possible to this marking without surpassing it. Without disconnecting the microneedle from the micropipette holder or pressure tubing of the microinjector, the micropipette holder was placed in a horizontal position over the objective, and an image was acquired before microtransfer (x o ) and after every five microtransfers (x n ). Using the Volocity 6.3 image acquisition software (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA), the lengths from the meniscus to the tape were determined. The microtransferred volume was determined using the cylinder volume formula (V=πr 2 h), where r is the internal radius of the microneedle and h is the measured length determined from the acquired images. The equation can be written as V=πr 2 (x 1 −x 2 )/n. The concentrations of the microtransfer solutions for each nanoparticle are summarized in Table 1 .
We established extrapolation of delivered doses based on body SA from Drosophila embryos to humans. Body SA comparison for dose extrapolation is the method suggested by the US Food and Drug Administration for clinical trials. 48 Body SA of a Drosophila embryo was calculated through a simple formula based on a prolate spheroid, a body equivalent [50] [51] [52] [53] resulting in SA =1.74 m 2 . A conversion factor between embryo and human SA was calculated (human SA/embryo SA). The amount of nanomaterials per human dosage was calculated by applying the conversion factor to the amount of nanomaterials per embryo dosage. The equivalent microtransferred volume in a human was also established by applying the conversion factor to microinjected volume in an embryo. Dosage (µg/m 2 ) = amount of nanomaterials per microtransfer/SA. Using the conversion factor, the equivalent microtransferred volume was calculated as 10.7 mL, which represents only 0.018% of the volume of an average human (Table 1) .
statistical analysis
Note that n=50 for all conditions tested. The Shapiro-Wilk test showed that our data did not exhibit a normal distribution. Therefore, and to establish the significance of our data set, we performed a nonparametric analysis, using Fisher's exact test (α=0.05).
Results
Tissue-specific nanotoxicity assessment
Tissue-specific nanomaterial assessment was conducted through direct microtransfer of nanomaterials into target tissues, which yields quantifiable mortality results based on simple developmental morphological milestones in Drosophila. This assessment takes full advantage of the single identifiable cell nature of the Drosophila system, and instead of employing the commonly used microinjection techniques, 54 microtransferring resulted in a more gentle and constant release of nanomaterials to the desired location, with no disruption of target tissues. Thus, potential damage to cells caused by accelerated, high-pressure pulsed injections was minimized by direct microtransfer of small amounts of nanomaterials.
We used stage 15 embryos (Figure 2 ), which have roughly completed 50% of their development, because eggshell membranes are fully developed and dorsal closure 
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Microtransfer of nanomaterials into Drosophila embryos for toxicity assessment is completed. 38 These morphological features serve as recognizable landmarks for stage identification and provide important structural integrity.
Developmental effects were assessed 48 hours after microtransfer in terms of overall mortality (OM) and identification of specific developmental stages, in which each embryo was found dead. After multiple preliminary trials, the following trends were chosen as scoring criteria for the quantification of mortality at specific stages of development: number of dead embryos that did not progress past developmental stage 15 (we surmise these embryos died as a result of the delivery procedure), number of dead embryos at late embryogenesis (developmental stages 16 and 17) , and number of dead larva (Figure 3) . The data obtained through this quantification were analyzed two different ways: by overall mortality, which is the sum of all the scoring criteria, and by scoring criteria with highest mortality. For comparison purposes of the latter, we analyzed the shift in scoring criteria with highest mortality from one concentration to another, as this comparison yields suggestions on stability of the nanomaterial and treatment acuteness.
We tested eight nanomaterials at different concentrations: SWCNTs, MWCNTs, Ag, Au, and TiO 2 , and IO nanoparticles synthesized by coprecipitation coated with 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS) and carboxymethyldextran (Cop-IO) and synthesized by thermo-decomposition coated with CMDx (Thermo-IO).
We employed predicted environmental concentrations (PEC) in water calculated by Muellerand and Nowack 12 for TiO 2 , Ag and SWCNT/MWCNT as our lowest concentrations. PEC values were originally determined by a substance flow analysis from the products to the environment. 12 There are no data available on the PEC for Au, 55 and in addition, the PEC for iron has not been calculated, as it is such an abundant element in the environment. Therefore, we decided to conduct our trials with the lowest employed concentrations at orders of magnitude similar to those established for TiO 2 , Ag, and SWCNT/MWCNT.
effects of Pecs
Of the nanomaterials tested at the PEC, only MWCNT treatment showed statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability compared with the respective control. This suggests that a possible threshold of minimal toxic dose could be established by determining the maximum allowable concentration to be permitted in the environment (Figure 4) . None of the IO nanoparticles had statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability when treated at the lowest concentration, suggesting that if the environmental concentration were to be of a similar order of magnitude as that used for the other nanomaterials, there would not be a statistically relevant mortality effect (Figure 4) .
The two highest microtransferred amounts of Cop-IO nanoparticles, 1.5 and 2.8 ng, had statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability with normalized overall mortality percentages of 22% and 42%, respectively (Figure 1 ). In the case of Cop-IO microtransfer, the shift in scoring criteria with highest mortality from late embryogenesis to immediately after microtransfer occurs from the third to the fourth amount (1.0-1.5 ng). This suggests that the biocompatibility and stabilizing properties of CMDx are having a favorable effect in shifting the toxic effect to higher concentrations. , digestive tract (green and red), and many other systems (not shown) with development underway (I). In stage 15, the midgut has one compartment that divides into two distinct compartments as the embryo progresses to stage 16. We used this feature as an indication of initial survival after nanoparticle delivery and used morphological features characteristic of later developmental stages (J-L) for mortality determinations. For a detailed review of these morphological features, please see campos-Ortega and hartenstein. 41 Note that time points in the figure correspond to time elapsed from egg laying to the end of a particular developmental stage.
As with Cop-IO nanoparticles, Thermo-IO treatment presents statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability only at the second highest microtransferred amounts (2.8 and 5.0 ng), with normalized overall mortality of 38% and 46%, respectively (Figure 1) . Even though the two highest concentrations of Thermo-IO-CMDx present higher overall mortality than the two highest concentrations of Cop-IO-APS-CMDx, the shift in highest mortality from late embryogenesis to immediately after microtransfer occurs from the fourth to the fifth microtransferred amount (2.8-5.0 ng). This suggests that nanoparticles synthesized by thermo-decomposition lead to slightly higher overall mortality, but nanoparticles synthesized by coprecipitation present a more acute effect, as the individuals die faster at lower concentrations.
For Ag nanoparticles, all concentrations higher than the PEC (ie, 4.30E−04, 0.04, and 4.3 ng) present statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability, with normalized overall mortality of 32%, 36%, and 38%, respectively (Figure 1) . Furthermore, treatment with Ag nanoparticles shows a shift in scoring criteria, with highest mortality from late embryogenesis to immediately after microtransfer, from the first (PEC) to the second amount (4.30E−08 to 4.30E−04 ng). This suggests that treatment with Ag nanoparticles elicits an acute toxic effect and that Ag nanoparticles have a low effective dose.
For Au nanoparticles, the two highest microtransferred amounts (ie, 0.10 and 10 ng) had statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability, with normalized overall mortality of 26% and 34%, respectively (Figure 1) . Also, treatment with Au nanoparticles shows a shift in scoring criteria, with highest mortality from late embryogenesis to L1 and then to immediately after microtransfer.
For TiO 2 nanoparticles, the three highest microtransferred amounts (ie, 0.10, 5.1, and 10 ng) had statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability, with normalized overall mortality of 22%, 28%, and 32%, respectively ( Figure 1) . As with treatment with Au nanoparticles, TiO 2 nanoparticles show a shift in scoring criteria, with highest mortality from late embryogenesis to L1, and then to immediately after microtransfer. Therefore, as TiO 2 and Au nanoparticles were administered at the same concentrations, TiO 2 elicits a more acute toxic effect and has a lower effective dose than Au nanoparticles. This is most likely caused by the oxidative stress induced by reactive oxygen species produced by TiO 2 . [56] [57] [58] For SWCNTs, the three highest microtransferred amounts (ie, 7.2E−04, 0.07, and 7.2 ng) had statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability, with normalized overall mortality of 28%, 28%, and 30%, respectively (Figure 1) . Furthermore, treatment with SWCNT shows a shift in scoring criteria with highest mortality from late embryogenesis to L1, International Journal of Nanomedicine 2014:9 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Microtransfer of nanomaterials into Drosophila embryos for toxicity assessment from the fourth to the fifth microtransferred amount. These results suggest that SWCNTs affect Drosophila embryos similar to Au and TiO 2 , where embryo mortality is delayed by a shift in scoring criteria with highest mortality from late embryogenesis to L1, and then it shifts back. In contrast, MWCNTs had statistically relevant effects in Drosophila embryo viability only at the lowest (PEC) and the highest microtransferred amounts (7.2E-10 and 7.2 ng), with normalized overall mortality of 22% and 24%, respectively. Contrary to the rest of the nanomaterials, treatment with Morphology with nanomaterial interaction Figure 3 comparative morphology between nanoparticle-treated and untreated Drosophila embryos. Notes: Untreated stage 15 embryo (A) is used as reference to determine mortality of embryos that did not progress past stage 15 after delivery of nanomaterials (B). During late embryogenesis (C), rhythmic muscle contractions and a gas-filled tracheal system (arrowhead) are prominent developmental hallmarks. We used the absence of muscle contractions in the presence of the gas-filled tracheal system to determine (D) survival after initial nanoparticle delivery and failure to progress to the first instar (L1) wandering larval stages (E). Mortality at the l1 stage (F) was characterized by a fully developed tracheal system and mouth hooks by fully developed l1 development but failed to progress to later developmental stages. These individuals showed a developed tracheal system and mouth hooks (arrows in E), but no locomotion and no visceral muscle contractions. scale bars =140 µm.
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MWCNTs does not show a clear shift in scoring criteria with higher mortality. MWCNTs only show a slight shift from late embryogenesis to immediately after microtransfer, at the second microtransferred amount, but at the third amount, the shift reverts back to late embryogenesis. Overall mortality results of SWCNT and MWCNT are consistent with what other researchers have found, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] and SWCNTs showed higher toxicity than MWCNTs.
The results for MWCNT are puzzling because they show statistically relevant mortality only at the lowest and highest doses. CNTs have a tendency to form agglomerates, 64 and there is ongoing debate about whether or not the degree of agglomeration affects CNT toxicity. 17, 64 With the current methodology, the specific toxic effects cannot be identified, but they can be deduced. Toxicity could be a result of chemical interactions between the biological environment and the nanomaterial or as a result of a physical obstruction. It is possible that as the concentration in the microtransferred solution increases, so does the size of the clusters. An increase in cluster size will diminish the possibility for dispersion, as well as the SA-to-volume ratio, of the nanomaterial. Large enough clusters can be encysted if dispersion is halted and a decrease in SA-to-volume ratio can decrease the amount of free terminals available for interactions with the biological environment. Either case can explain a decrease in mortality after an increase in concentration. Mortality can again increase once a saturation threshold has been surpassed because with an increase in concentration, both the possibilities of agglomeration and the presence of free unclustered nanotubes increase. This could explain not only the effects of CNT but also the effects of Ag, Au, and TiO 2 nanoparticle treatment in which the mortality occurs earlier after a first increase in concentration and is delayed after a second increase in concentration.
Discussion
Interaction of nanoparticles with living organisms to determine toxicity effects and safety considerations must be understood. Drosophila is emerging as a suitable organism for the study of toxicity of several nanomaterials. Nanotoxicity assessment studies have been previously conducted. Most of these studies use oral ingestion routes during third instar larval 32, [65] [66] [67] [68] and adult stages 33, 67, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] to assess nanotoxicologic effects of several nanomaterials. Unfortunately, and because of the relatively small amounts of food intake during these stages, it is very difficult to accurately estimate actual amounts of ingested food. In addition, it is possible that nanomaterials in Drosophila food may change its composition. Food composition plays an important part in Drosophila's feeding behaviors, [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] and thus, is an important factor to consider when using oral administration routes. In addition, several recent studies addressed the effect of silver nanoparticle toxicity, using oral ingestion as their administration routes, during third instar larva 32, 68 and adult stages. 33, [69] [70] [71] 73, 74 If we consider that nanosilver has strong antimicrobial and antifungal properties, 80, 81 together with the fact that Drosophila feeds mostly on microorganisms, particularly yeast, it is then possible to speculate that we may have confounding mortality effects arising from the unfavorable feeding conditions. Ingestion represents an important administration route, but more accurate screening tools are required. 67 To avoid the potential pitfalls of this and other indirect methods, we chose a direct microtransfer approach. This ensures accurate exposure to the nanomaterials under consideration in specific tissues and at known concentrations in the nanogram range, thus allowing for more accurate assessment of toxicity, which is of utmost importance when determining safety exposure margins.
Our assay consists of a uniform methodology that allows for overall mortality quantification, which can be normalized 
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Microtransfer of nanomaterials into Drosophila embryos for toxicity assessment against a control trial of the solution in which the nanomaterials were suspended. This assessment also includes a novel and simple methodology for volume quantification that allows for dosage extrapolation. The controls also account for the mortality caused by the mechanical damage of needle puncturing that precedes microtransfer, leading to results that are independent of human manipulation and that are, consequently, more reproducible. Because of the small amounts of nanomaterials required and the relatively short life cycle of Drosophila, we were able to use a high number of replicates (n=50) for each condition tested. This high-resolution assessment allows not only for a general evaluation of embryonic viability but also for the identification of specific stage of mortality. In turn, this can render information in terms of minimal toxic dose, acuteness of toxic effect, maximum allowable concentration in the environment, and stability of surface modification as a function of how delayed the toxic effects elicited by nanomaterials are. The toxicity assessment of IO, Ag, Au, and TiO 2 nanoparticles, SWCNTs, and MWCNTs yielded important information on their intrinsic and relative toxicity. The results on mortality at predicted environmental concentrations can help establish future safety regulations in terms of maximum allowable concentrations in the environment, particularly for MWCNTs. Methods such as those described here can be applied to systematic studies aiming to modify nanomaterial physicochemical properties to minimize their adverse effect on organisms in the environment. Furthermore, our assessment can be further developed to establish more specific molecular interactions linked to the toxicity of specific tissues or organs.
Drosophila allows us to register morphological changes throughout development, and as future work, this methodology could be adapted to other stages of development. The nanomaterials could be traced across the life cycle in the surviving embryos, especially if fluorescently tagged nanomaterials are employed. Other tools such as transgenic flies with fluorescent markers against caspase 3; lactate dehydrogenase, to identify necrotic tissue; detection of intact lysosomes, and detection of reactive oxygen species, to assess stress response, can be integrated as mortality markers. This way, more-specific conclusions could be reached and specific organ and/or system toxic effects could be assessed (ie, neurotoxicity). As a validated model for human diseases, Drosophila also presents the possibility of simultaneously assessing effects on viability and nanomaterial applications in the treatment or understanding of human diseases. Finally, Drosophila's cost-effectiveness, requiring nanomaterial amounts in the nanogram ranges, increases the possibility of this assessment being conducted as a high-throughput assay.
Conclusion
The current rate at which new nanomaterial compositions, morphologies, and synthesis routes are developed far outpaces the rate at which their in vivo toxicity can be tested using traditional mammalian animal models. We have developed a cost-effective, tissue-specific nanomaterial toxicity assay using direct microtransfer of nanomaterials to embryos of Drosophila melanogaster. Monitoring progression through simple development morphological milestones allows for overall mortality quantification and identification of specific stages of mortality in only 48 hours. The described methods are systematic and general enough to be employed in the assessment of other nanomaterials. Because of the small amounts of nanomaterials needed per embryo, and because of the short life cycle of Drosophila, the reported method lends itself for large numbers of replicates. Furthermore, given the wide array of molecular tools available for manipulation of Drosophila and its widespread use in a variety of disease models, the direct microtransfer technique described here could also enable application of Drosophila for in vivo testing of nanomaterial efficacy in a variety of biomedical applications.
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